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ABSTRACT
In this paper, we describe a software architecture supporting code
generation from within Ptolemy II. Ptolemy II is a componentbased design tool intended for embedded and real-time system
design. The infrastructure described here provides a platform for
experimentation with synthesis of embedded software or hardware
designs from high-level, Java-based specifications. A specification
consists of a set of interconnected actors whose functionality is
defined in Java. The provided infrastructure parses the existing
Java code for the actors and presents a simple API, using the
Visitor pattern, for transforming the abstract syntax tree and
writing code transformers and back-end code generators. A code
transformer is described that performs generic optimizations, such
as specialization of polymorphic data types, and domain-specific
optimizations, such as static buffer allocation for communication
between dataflow actors. The back end resynthesizes the
transformed Java code. We describe a simple example where the
generated Java code runs on a PalmOS handheld computer, and a
more elaborate example where significant performance
improvements are achieved by transformations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Component-based design systems, such as the popular blockdiagram languages SPW and Simulink, face a difficult tradeoff
between programmer convenience and efficiency of execution.
Since they are often targeted to embedded software design,
efficiency is essential. The generator approach offers a solution.
Programmer convenience is emphasized during the development
phase, and then designs are translated (by “generators” or “auto
coders”) to optimized implementations.
There are several approaches to building generators. The most
obvious one is to adapt traditional compilers to component-based
designs, and build in optimizations suited to real-time embedded
systems (see for example [4]). In this approach, the component
architecture is that of an object-oriented language, such as C++.
Many designers, however, prefer concurrent, actor-based
modeling such as that used in block diagram languages, over OO
architectures. An alternative generator approach that matches
these languages well is the library-based approach. In one librarybased approach, used in a number of commercial and noncommercial block-diagram programming environments, each
component is responsible for its own representation in the target
language. Ptolemy Classic, the predecessor of Ptolemy II, is such
a block-diagram environment [5]. It is capable of synthesizing C,
C++, VHDL, and assembly code for DSPs. But the block library
becomes impossibly difficult to maintain because the library
maintainer has to write code generators for each block for each
target language.
A third approach is to write libraries in a common base language,
such as C, and build generators that can manipulate both the C
and the concurrent, actor-based component architecture. The
MathWorks Real-Time Workshop is such a generator. It
generates C code from a block diagram specified in Simulink.
The code generation process consists of two steps: generation of
“C MEX S-functions” from a Simulink block diagram, and
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generation of C code from these functions. For each block in the
block diagram, the behavior of the code generator can be
customized for efficiency, and many of the built-in blocks are
dealt with specially. Such behavioral changes are described in
another language and compiled by the “Target Language
Compiler”. By combining automatically generated code based on
Ptolemy II model
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double buf1, buf2, buf3, buf4;
double ramp1state;
…
buf1 = Random.nextGaussian();
buf2 = ramp1state + ramp1step;
buf3 = sin(buf2);
buf4 = buf1 – buf3;
…

2. PTOLEMY II
The Ptolemy II software package [2] provides a framework for
modeling and simulation of concurrent systems composed of
actors, which communicate with each other by receiving and
sending data through ports. Ports are contained within actors, and
may be used for input, output, or both. Ports may have a variable
number of channels that may be connected to channels of other
ports. All data sent through ports are encapsulated by tokens, of
which there are many kinds. The exact semantics of
communication is determined by the domain in which a system
executes. For example, in the communicating sequential processes
(CSP) domain, each actor executes in a separate thread, and
communication is done through rendezvous. Another domain is
the synchronous dataflow (SDF) domain, in which all actors may
be executed sequentially according to a static schedule. A third
domain, discrete events (DE), has semantics similar to that used in
hardware description languages such as VHDL and Verilog. A
fourth domain, finite state machines (FSM), provides sequential
rather than concurrent semantics.
In addition to ports, actors may have parameters, which may be
configured at run-time for more flexibility. Parameters can be
queried for and set with token values. Parameters are (by
convention) public fields of actors, so they can be queried and set
from outside of the actor class. Since both ports and parameters
provide inputs to actors, it is not always clear which to use. We
tend to use parameters to provide configuration information,
which changes relatively infrequently, and ports to provide runtime data, which changes relatively frequently. This distinction
becomes important for code generation, since many optimizations
become possible if one assumes that a particular parameter value
will not change during execution.
An executable system in Ptolemy II consists of instances of actors
that are contained in an instance of a composite actor. A
composite actor contains a director, which invokes the following
action methods of actors:
- preinitialize(), invoked exactly once before execution begins;
- initialize(), invoked exactly once after preinitialize();
- prefire(), invoked once per iteration;
- fire(), invoked once or more per iteration;

Figure 1. Outline of generator strategy
the existing code used for Simulink blocks, additional code
specified by the user, and behavioral changes to the code
generator specified by the user, Real-Time Workshop is flexible
and able to generate highly optimized code.
Our approach [6] is similar to that of the Real-Time Workshop,
but with an emphasis on building a framework supporting a plugin architecture for writing optimized code generators for a variety
of domains. Actors in a library are written in Java. The Java
code is parsed, and an API is defined for manipulating the
abstract syntax tree (AST). We show how manipulations of the
AST can take advantage of type resolution, inter-actor
communication semantics, and other specialized features. An
outline of the approach is shown in Figure 1. The left path in this
figure shows the parsing of actors in the component library. The
right path shows using the inter-component semantic model to
generate schedules (and other domain-specific optimizations).

- postfire(), invoked once per iteration, after the last fire(); and
- wrapup(), invoked once when (and if) execution ends.
During the execution of most of these, the actor may read a token
from a channel of a port by calling port.get(c), where c is the
channel number. It may write a token to a channel of a port by
calling port.send(c, t), where t is a token. Finally, it may write to
all channels of a port by calling port.broadcast(t). Typically, the
majority of the real work is performed inside the fire() method.
Ptolemy II is rich enough that systems using the different domains
still use the same basic kernel. This richness allows for
heterogeneous modeling, in which two or more domains may be
used simultaneously in the same system, and domain-polymorphic
actors, which are actors that execute in more than one domain. In
addition, because data is encapsulated in tokens, actors may also
be data polymorphic, meaning that the actor may receive or send
more than one kind of token to one of its ports. Token objects are

also able to perform elementary operations with other kinds of
tokens and convert other kinds of tokens, so actors that do not
fully specify the meaning of their operations still may be useful.
As an example of data and domain polymorphism, consider the
AddSubtract actor. The actor executes the following steps in its
fire() method:
-

Read token(s) from the plus port, and “add” them to the
initially “zero” result.

-

Read token(s) from the minus port, and “subtract” them from
the result.

-

Write the result token to the output port.

3. The resulting AST is transformed into an intermediate AST,
which has extended type rules and conversions. Tokens are
replaced with their encapsulated data, and token operations
(which are method calls) are replaced with ordinary
addition, subtraction, etc. Reads and writes of tokens to
ports are transformed in a domain-specific way.
4. The AST is reverted back to an ordinary Java AST by adding
conversions that widen types and method calls that
implement matrix addition, etc.
5. Finally, target source code is regenerated from the
transformed AST.
These steps are illustrated in Figure 2, where they are shown as
transformations on the source code rather than on the AST.

The above sequence of actions is legal in most domains, including
SDF, so the actor is domain-polymorphic. Moreover, the add and
subtract operations are performed by invoking polymorphic
method calls on the Token base class, so the same code be can
used to add integers, floating-point numbers, matrices, or even
strings. Thus, the actor is also data polymorphic.
Ptolemy II provides a sophisticated type system [8] that statically
resolves data types to the most specific type that meets all
specified constraints. Thus, if an AddSubtract actor is used in a
context where it will always be supplied with double precision
floating-point numbers, then its ports will resolve to type double.

3. CODE GENERATION STRATEGY
Actors in the actor library are written to maximize their
reusability, hence their domain and data polymorphism. When
generating code for a particular application, we can make use of
static information to considerably reduce the cost of implementing
the actor. In particular,
- Knowing the domain of the actor, its read and write operations
through ports can be replaced with optimized code, for
example to read and write directly from/to statically allocated
buffers.
- Knowing the resolved data types of the ports, data polymorphic
operations such as arithmetic performed via method calls can
be replaced with resolved operations on the appropriate types.
- Knowing the parameter values of the actor, references to
parameters can be replaced by constants, and dead code that
cannot execute with the given parameters can be eliminated.
- Dependencies on large packages, such as Ptolemy II packages
and Java class libraries, can be eliminated by only considering
code for the methods that are actually used.

3.1 Outline of Generator Sequence
The code generator proceeds through the following steps for each
actor in a system:
1. The source code is parsed and static semantic analysis is
performed, yielding a decorated abstract syntax tree (AST).
2. Declarations of tokens are “specialized,” i.e. declarations of
instances of abstract tokens are transformed into
declarations of instances of concrete tokens. This is done by
solving inequalities on the most specific type of token
allowable for each declaration.

Figure 2. Sequence of transformations, performed on the AST.

3.2 Compiler Tools
The Java compiler in Ptolemy II is based on the source code for
the Titanium compiler [8]. The source code for the Titanium
compiler itself is written in C++, which we translated into Java. In
addition, we made a major design change. In Titanium, each type
of node in the abstract syntax tree is responsible for dealing with
itself during each stage of the compilation process. For example, a
node representing the addition of two expressions is responsible

for figuring out the resulting expression type in the third stage of
static resolution, and for generating corresponding Split-C code in
the code generation stage. Besides type resolution and back-end
code generation, another example of a coherent operation would
be strength reduction, in which nodes representing multiplication
by two would be replaced by nodes representing the addition of a
variable to itself. The approach taken in the Titanium compiler
has the following disadvantages:
-

The code to do one coherent operation is spread over all
node classes, making the code difficult to maintain and
debug.

-

Additional operations can only be added by modifying the
source code for each node.

3.3 Java Compiler Front End
We used JLex2 to generate a lexical analyzer for Java, and
BYACC/J3 to generate a parser. The specification files for both
the lexical analyzer and the parser were based on those of the
Titanium compiler, but we added additional rules for Java 1.2 and
removed Titanium-specific extensions.
«Interface»
IVisitor

+_defaultVisit(node : TreeNode)

The latter problem is the most critical. Recall that our objective is
to build an infrastructure for code generation. Other programmers
need to be able to add their own facilities. It would be
unreasonable to require them to modify the node classes in order
to add their own (possibly highly specialized) facilities for
manipulating the AST.
We solve this problem with the Visitor pattern [3], shown in
Figure 3. The source code for each node contains only a few
access methods, and an _acceptHere() method. The _acceptHere()
method takes a visitor as an argument, and passes the node to the
appropriate method of the visitor. Each type of visitor is
responsible for one coherent operation to be performed on an
AST, and has one method for each of the types of nodes that may
appear in the AST.

JavaVisitor

+visitAssignNode(node : AssignNode)
+visitPlusNode(node : PlusNode)
...()

JavaCodeGenerator

ActorTransformerVisitor

+visitAssignNode(node : AssignNode)
+visitPlusNode(node : PlusNode)
...()

+visitAssignNode(node : AssignNode)
+visitPlusNode(node : PlusNode)
+portFieldDecl(node : FieldDeclNOde)
+portMethodCallNode(node : MethodCallNode)

The disadvantage of the Visitor pattern is that operation code is
no longer implicitly inherited if one node class extends another.
When such behavior is desired, code reuse can be achieved by
manually calling a method that handles an abstract tree node in
each visitation method of a node that extends the abstract tree
node class. The loss in node class code reuse is offset by the gain
in visitor class code reuse; a visitor class can inherit code from
other visitor classes. Thus, an operation may be specialized.
TreeNode, the base class for all nodes that appear in an AST, is
designed to interact with visitors. Each node contains a child list,
which is a list whose members may be instances of TreeNode or
other child lists. Therefore, in subclasses of TreeNode, it is not
necessary to declare explicit fields for child nodes or lists of
nodes. The accept() method takes a visitor as an argument,
performs automatic visitation of the child list if desired, and
eventually calls _acceptHere(). Properties (or attributes) may be
put and retrieved from each instance of TreeNode. A property is
specified by an instance of Integer, and property values may be
any user type. Properties are typically used to store the result of
the operation of a visitor. Later, a property may be retrieved by
another visitor.
Since our major objective is to create an infrastructure for code
generation, we created a visualization tool, shown in Figure 4,
that displays an AST. This tool is particularly useful when
writing transformations on an AST, so that effects of
transformations are immediately visible.

TreeNode

SDFActorTransformerVisitor

+accept(visitor : IVisitor)
#_acceptHere(visitor : IVisitor)

+portFieldDeclNode(node : FieldDeclNode)
+portMethodCallNode(node : MethodCallNode)

PlusNode

#_acceptHere(visitor : IVisitor)
AssignNode

protected void _acceptHere(IVisitor visitor) {
return ((JavaVisitor)visitor).visitPlusNode(this);
}

#_acceptHere(visitor : IVisitor)
protected void _acceptHere(IVisitor visitor) {
return ((JavaVisitor)visitor).visitAssignNode(this);
}

Figure 3. The Visitor pattern in UML.
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and overloads operators between matrices, Ptolemy math types,
and primitive types.

3.4 Java Compiler Back End
Unlike a traditional compiler, the Java compiler in Ptolemy II
does not generate machine code, or even virtual machine code.
Instead, Java source code can be regenerated from the AST by the
visitor JavaCodeGenerator. Other target languages, such as C or
VHDL, can also be generated, in principle, although we have
currently implemented only a Java back end. The back end again
uses a visitor to convert the AST into text representing source
code written in Java.

3.5 Code Generation Framework Structure

Figure 4. A visualization tool for an abstract syntax tree.
After parsing an input source file, the next step is to perform static
semantic analysis on the AST returned by the parser. Mostly,
static semantic analysis is the resolution of names to the
declarations to which the names refer. We say resolution has been
performed on a node in the AST if the contained NameNode has
its DECL_KEY property pointing to the corresponding
declaration. Visitors are used extensively in this step.
Our current implementation of static semantic analysis requires
access to the source code of Java class libraries that are used.
However, we are redesigning the code to use reflection instead.
A feature of the Java compiler in Ptolemy II is that rules for
determining types can be changed. This is accomplished with the
following classes:
TypeIdentifier identifies types, and assigns an integer value
to different kinds of TypeNodes.
TypePolicy contains methods used to make decisions
regarding types. It uses a contained instance of TypeIdentifier
to identify types.
TypeVisitor is an AST node visitor that uses its contained
instance of TypePolicy to determine the types of expressions.
Types are lazily evaluated and cached in the value of the
property TYPE_KEY, in nodes that represent expressions.
By default, the above three classes are used to do type resolution,
but by providing an instance of a subclass of TypeVisitor to the
method setDefaultTypeVisitor(), the type “personality” of the
compiler can be changed at runtime. One such personality is that
of Extended Java, which knows about special Ptolemy math types

The Ptolemy II code generator uses the Java compiler to build a
decorated AST, and then does transformations of the code for
each actor. These transformations may be domain-independent, as
in the case of token operations, or domain-specific, as in the case
of reading and writing data to a port. The code is designed so that
the domain-independent parts are clearly separated from the
domain-specific parts. To implement a code generator for a
specific domain, one simply writes an AST transformer visitor
that extends the domain-independent AST transformer,
overloading the appropriate methods that handle transformations
of I/O method calls, and a subclass of an Abstract Factory [3] that
creates the domain-specific transformer. Thus, a domain-specific
transformer inherits the code that does domain-independent
transformation, and can be used alone.
The code generation process as described in section 3.1 is
independent of the domain until step 3, at which time a domainspecific transformer is created by the Abstract Factory and
proceeds to transform the AST. After step 3, the code generation
process is again domain-independent.

3.6 Domain-Independent Code Generation
The domain-independent parts of the code generation process
perform three main kinds of transformation. The first kind is the
replacement of declarations of tokens with declarations of the
appropriate resolved data types and the replacement of abstract
operations on tokens with the appropriate resolved operations,
based on the types of the operand(s). In order to do these
transformations, token variables must be analyzed to determine
the most specific concrete type that can represent them, which
occurs in step 2 of the process. Step 2 makes use of the resolved
types of the ports and parameters of the actor, and uses the
Ptolemy II type lattice to solve inequalities in which the variables
are types of token variables. Step 2 then replaces the declared type
of token variables with the most specific token type possible. For
instance, a variable declared with type Token might be declared
with type DoubleMatrixToken after step 2. In step 3, token types
are mapped to the types that they encapsulate. Continuing the
above
example,
the
variable
declared
with
type
DoubleMatrixToken would be then declared with type double[][].
AST nodes that represent method calls performing tokens
operations are temporarily replaced by expression nodes that may
or may not valid in ordinary Java. For example, the expression
a.add(b) is replaced with the expression a + b, where a and
b were DoubleMatrixTokens before step 3, and instances of
double[][] after step 3. Using the final types of the operands, step

4 transforms normally illegal expressions such as a + b into
method calls such as DoubleMatrixMath.add(a, b),
which is a call to a static method in the Ptolemy math package.
The second kind of domain-independent transformation is the
replacement of parameter queries with references to parameter
variables. When a code generated actor is instantiated, its
parameter variables are set to whatever data is present in the
corresponding parameters during simulation, since parameters
values are assumed constant.
The third kind of domain-independent transformation is the
elimination of code that is unnecessary for the code generated
version of the actor. Code elimination is possible just by removing
calls to the Ptolemy kernel that configure the system (declaring
the types of ports, etc.). This has the effect of eliminating
dependencies on the Ptolemy classes used for simulation.

3.7 Domain-Specific Code Generation
A domain-specific code generator uses semantic properties of the
actor interactions to optimize the code. We have built only one of
these at this point, for the synchronous dataflow (SDF) domain. In
SDF, actors run sequentially and communicate via fixed-sized
FIFO buffers. The order in which actors execute is determined by
a statically computed schedule. A schedule can be computed
because each actor declares rates at which it receives and sends
tokens. In general, there is more than one valid schedule for a
SDF system, and considerable technology exists for choosing
schedules [1]. So far, we have only used a simple, non-optimizing
scheduler.
The first step of the SDF code generator is to determine the size of
the buffers. In this implementation, a one-dimensional array is
allocated for each output port that has only one channel. A twodimensional array is allocated for each output port with more than
one channel, with the number of rows equal to the number of
channels. The length of each one-dimensional array (or row of
each two-dimensional array) is conservatively set to p + at, where
p = the number of initial tokens, a = the number of appearances in
the schedule, and t = the number of tokens produced per
appearance. The buffer is used circularly, so increasing offsets
into the buffer must be taken modulo the buffer size.
In the generated code, buffers are public, static fields of the main
class so that they may be accessed for input and output by the
transformed actors. If an output port out has type
LongMatrixToken, five channels, and the buffer length is
computed to be ten, the following field declaration will appear in
CG_Main:
public static final long[][][][]
_cg_out_2 = new long[5][10][][];

The name _cg_out_2 is generated automatically. Variables and
code are also automatically generated to handle indexing into this
buffer. These variables are used as follows. If an actor contains
the statement
out.send(1, t);

this will be transformed to

transformed code still executes much more efficiently than the
domain and data polymorphic call to the send() method.
A number of optimizations might be applied to the method in
which buffers are allocated and used. If the buffer sizes are
constant among a connected group of input and output channels,
there is no need to look up the length of the buffer. If buffer sizes
are rounded to the next power of two, costly modulo operations
can be replaced with cheaper bit-wise AND operations. If the
buffer size is one, then the same location in the buffer is always
used, and no update of the offset into the buffer is required. As of
yet, none of these optimizations have been implemented in this
project.
The generation of the main() method in SDF simply places
sequential method calls to preinitialize(), initialize(), etc. in an
order determined by Ptolemy semantics and the scheduler.
The output code generated system is close to a system optimized
by a human being; all calls the Ptolemy kernel are replaced by
efficient code. Thus, by using an ordinary Java to C converter, the
code generated system could be transformed into C code for
compilation for an embedded processor.

4. EXAMPLE
We performed SDF code generation on a model does the
transmission and detection of discrete-time, orthogonal signals, a
block diagram of which is shown in Figure 5. One of two
orthogonal signals is selected based on the input bit, which is
generated by a Bernoulli process. The signal is then corrupted by
additive white Gaussian noise before reception. The received
signal is correlated with the two original signals by performing the
dot product operation. The waveform with the maximum
correlation corresponds to the decision made on which waveform
was transmitted.
All dependencies on the Ptolemy actor, kernel, data, and
domains.sdf.kernel packages are eliminated by the code
transformer. However, additional dependencies on the Ptolemy
math package are added due to the addition of
DoubleMatrixTokens.
The code generated version exhibits a significant performance
improvement over the original simulated version, especially in the
latency to get the first output sample. Normal iterations also
execute faster. The just-in-time compiler makes measuring
execution time fairly tricky4, but we found that the code generated
version ran anywhere from 2.5 to 10 times faster than the original
version. We also found that size of the jar file necessary to
include all of the runtime Ptolemy II classes was roughly onetenth the size in the code generated version. In general, the
performance improvement of a code generated system over the
corresponding simulated system will depend heavily on the
granularity of the actors.
This model is a reasonably good test case for the code generator
because it tests the following features:
1.
2.

Input from multiple channels;
Output to multiple destinations;

CG_Main._cg_out_2[1][_cg_out_offset[1]
= (_cg_out_offset[1] + 1) % 10] = t;

The transformation can get a bit more complicated when the
indices are not constants, but are rather computed values, but the
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"There are three kinds of lies: lies, damned lies, and statistics." Mark
Twain attributes this to Disraeli.

3.
4.
5.
6.

Multirate dataflow;
Data polymorphic addition of DoubleMatrixTokens;
Unconnected ports; and
Use of a mix of SDF-specific and domain-polymorphic
actors.

virtual machine would run in a very small memory footprint (5080k of object code).5 In May 2000, Sun released the Java 2 Micro
Edition (J2ME), which uses the KVM and Connected, Limited
Device Configuration (CLDC) technology to provide a Java
environment under PalmOS. The CLDC implementation for
PalmOS is fairly limited in many ways. Two key limitations are
that floating point data types are not supported, and it is not
possible to access native code using JNI. The Palm OS Emulator
(POSE), available from the Palm website, offers a convenient
code development platform, so we used it primarily, and only
occasionally ran code on the actual hardware (which was a
Handspring Visor).
The limitation of not having floating point data types is severe,
and hence we could not run anything as interesting as the model
in Figure 5 on the PalmOS. Nonetheless, we were able to run a
simple model consisting of a Ramp actor connected to a
FileWriter actor that displayed steadily increasing integers. This
example demonstrates that models that use integer arithmetic can
be translated into very small images that operate independently of
the Ptolemy infrastructure.
We also used Waba, an open source vm implementation for
the Palm. Waba has the advantage that it supports floats, but
Waba does not support exceptions and has limited i/o capability.
We were able to run a simple system that used floats by editing
the generated code by hand. We believe that it would be fairly
straight forward to generate code for Waba directly.

6. APPLICATIONS
There are a number of applications for the infrastructure described
in this paper. First, it can be used simply to transform one Java
program into a leaner realization (faster and smaller). Second, it
can be used to transform a Java program into an embedded
version, for execution on a much smaller virtual machine. We
have demonstrated both of these applications with simple
examples. We can also speculate on a number of other
applications.

Figure 5. Example Ptolemy II model.

5. GENERATING SPECIALIZED CODE
A major objective is to be able to translate high level
specifications into embedded software. To demonstrate the
potential here, we selected the PalmOS as a target. To keep our
task simple, we use Java on the Palm Pilot, running a small JVM.
In June 1999, Sun Microsystems released a Java Virtual Machine
that ran under PalmOS. The first release of this product was called
the KVM, where the K stood for kilobytes, indicating that the

For example, a full Java compiler could be completed by creating
new back ends as visitors of a Java AST. Also, a number of utility
programs might be implemented using visitors. An example of
such a program, which we have implemented, is one that removes
extraneous import statements from source code. For such an
application, dealing with the resolved AST that represents the
source code is a natural solution. It would also be possible to
implement a Java to C converter using visitors, although a number
of programs that do this conversion already exist. A more
interesting application would be to generate hardware descriptions
(such as VHDL) that would perform the same actions as found in
an AST. Using the existing Java compiler, extensions to Java that
simply change typing rules, such as Extended Java, could be
further developed to ease scientific or engineering programming
by overloading operators between special types like matrices.
Extended Java was created only to be an intermediate language
for code generation, but it can actually be used as a generalpurpose programming language because it can be converted to
ordinary Java.
The actor code transformer is probably limited to Ptolemy II
5
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systems because it assumes Ptolemy semantics throughout.
However, within Ptolemy II, there are many more domains
besides SDF that might benefit from code generation, so that code
generated systems may be run without the Ptolemy II software
infrastructure in memory or performance constrained scenarios.
The code generator for SDF might be modified to generate code
executable in parallel processing environments, if a suitable
parallel scheduler were used instead of the existing scheduler. The
modifications to the code generator would entail generating a
main() method that executes actors in parallel, and modifying
certain buffer accesses to block, waiting for other execution paths
to complete.
Our intention is to release the Ptolemy II code generation facility
with the next release of Ptolemy II, due out in 2000Q4. Please
consult the Ptolemy II website at:
http://ptolemy.eecs.berkeley.edu/ptolemyII
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